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SternenfeJs near KarIsruhe (F ig. 1), I found 
building-steps (Fig. 2) and three ringwalls 
including the facade. This prehistorical 
structure is nearly 20 m high and must be 
regarded as the highest of all European 
Megalithic monuments. My excavation work, 
which I describe in detail in my book (1), has 
conclusively shown that the architecture of 
these monuments is identical with that of the 
cairns of Brittany, and of Egyptian stepped 
pyramids (2). An inner core, which is 
represented by the tomb chamber, normaI1y a 
dolmen or a tholoi, is surrounded by circular 
dry-stone arrangements. 

Fig.l: Tbe 20m bigb "Zwercbbälde", wbicb 
is a building tbrougbout of layed stones, 

view to tbe steep outside 

WHEREAS THE "Zwerchhaelde" consists of 
three single structures on three distinct steps, 
which are deepend .in the rock of the hiliside 
(Fig. 3), other monuments form regular 
necropoJises. At Schmie (near Maulbronn 
with ist famous monastery) we fmd the 
"Sommerhälde" or "Steingrube" with 20 

Fig.2:Excaveted building-steps of the 
"Zwercbbälde" 

cairns in one rock-necropolis (Fig. 4), which 
is very similar e. g. to the Etruscan rock 
necropolis Cerveteri 80 km north of Rome (3). 
In both cases the rock high up on a hillside 
was removed to get a huge platform on which 
the tumuli could be erected. From this 
mountain-steps the view on the lower 
countryside is majestic. From the other 
direction, these monuments originally cou ld be 
seen from a great distance, but nowadays they 
are covered by dark woods. 

Imagine what the landscape of central Europe 
must have looked like in those ancient times 
with such imposing structures! 1t would have 
been reminiscent of Etruria, Egypt, or 
Mesopotamia. 

THESE MONUMENTS have been built 
throughout of stone, a feat which, 
indoctrinated whith the current mainstream 
paradigm, nobody would have expected, up to 
now, from Germanic, Celtic, or pre-Celtic 
barbarians" which are described by the" , 

authors of antiquity. 
Tentatively we assume a possibly widespread 
occurence of this newly discovered killd of 
cairn-like structures throughout the whole 
European continent, especially along the 
central mountain chains once called Hercynia 
Silva, perhaps even from the lberian 
Pen.insula to the Carpathians. First instances 
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Grundriß "Zwerchhäldel1 

"Ullerer uld Oberer SeebrK." - Flur "SC••OIO" - Forsldislrikt "Kessel" 


nac. der Fllrlorte 582.350 1: 500 ,am 26.11 .1991 

des Staatlichen Yer.esslngsolltes Pforz~ei. 


o 10 20 m 

__ gebrochene Felswände 

geglättete gespitzte 
~ Felswände 

Steinlagen und Trocken· 
~ ::::: mauern unter Vegetation, 

Erde und Schutt 

freiliegende oder frei
H+H geschaufelte Steinlagen 

und Trockenmauern 

Geröll und Schutt 
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Mauern und Steinlagen 
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Fig. 3: The ground plan ofthe "Zwerchhälde" 
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Fig.4: Schmie, "Sommerhälde", plan ofthe 20 cairns inside the "quarry", only the darkend 

plane was areal quarry around the year 1900 


Fig.5: The "Bärenstein" near Horn, a cairn, 250 m long and parallel to a precipice, 30 m high 
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Fig.7: Mars berg-necropolis: 
Destroyed walls of huge stone
blocks are visible everywhere 

Fig.8: Marsberg-necropolis: 

Huge stone-blocks and slabs are 


scattered alt over the area of ruins 


Fig.9: Marsberg-necropolis: 
Destroyed and intact parts of an 

Fig.l0: Marsberg-necropolis: enclosure-wall belonging to a steep cairn 
Enclosure-wall and 


building-step of a cairn 
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Fig.ll: The squared blocks of a former wall surrounding tbe steep cairn 

Fig.12: Tbe portal to a passage or narrow Fig.13: Passagc-grave ofGoerem, 
stone burial cbamber, on the rigbt a squared Graves in L-form leftside Iike tbe 

block standing on ist oarrow side W ürzburg-passage 
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Fig.14: The Sommerhälde-necropolis of 

Maulbronn-Schmie: Destroyed portal of 


a stone-chamber calied "the cellar" Fig.17: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Last 
excavated portal of another stone

chamber called "Dübbers 11" 

Fig.15: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Filled 
up and bricked portal of a 

_s_~on~chambe~ caUed~the smith!~ 

Fig.16: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Last 
excavated portal of a stone
chamber called "DübbersI" 

Fig.18: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Portal 
"Dübbers 11" is showing uniform 

orthostats wit~ deep~~d rims 

Fig.19: Sommerhälde-necropolis: 
~air~No.llooks long-barrow-Iike 
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Fig.20: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Cairn No.V shows 
a partially destroyed encJosure-wall wbich stone

_ blocks are now misused as sits of a camp-fire 

Fig.23: Sommerbälde-cairn: Look 
into the stone-cbamber of dry

stone-waUs and ceiling-slabs 

Fig.21: Sommerhälde-necropolis: Cairn No.IV 

with the intact enclosure-wa ll 

and the portal "the smithy" 


Fig.24: Plan of tbe Sommerbälde-cairns 
sbowing three seperate long buildings 

connected to one 
- -.-- --- - . - - ----_ - 0 

Fig.22: The Sommerhälde-cairn of 
Kürnbach: Excavated portal of the 
"cadaver-cairn" witb the used up 

sill and the foundation 

Fig.25 Reconstruction-drawing of 

tbe Sommerbälde-cairn and ist 

7 building steps stretcbing from 


tbe valley to tbe billtop 
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Fig.26: Sulzfeld, the "Kruschhälde", the whole "quarry" seems 
to coosist of one stepped building 
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Fig.27: SuJzfeld, the "Kruschhälde", Fig.28: U ntergrombach, "KöpOe", 
the whole "quarry" seems to consist 10 longbarrows in a "quarry", tbe famous 

of one stepped buiIding Michelsberg witb the neolithic rampage 
in range ofsigbt 
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Fig.29: Heidelberg, "Heidenknörzel", a "quarry" full of cairns, 
in range ofsight the oppidum Heiligenberg 

Fig.30: Knittlingen, the "Brandhälde", the first step of three, 
at which several walls and moats are ending 
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Fig.31: Quarry waU with the so caUed "Roman" grooves ofthe 

"KriemhiJdenstuhl near Bad Dürkheim 


Fig.32: Quarry waU with Egyptian grooves near the antique town 

Antinoopolis, Sheik I bada, on tbe eastern bank of the Nile (by Klemm) 
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Fig.33: The ancient quart'Y near Gebet SilsiIa, which started almost 
in the times of tbe Üld Kongdom (by Klemm) 

Fig.34: Quarry wall witb grooves oftbe "Zwerchbälde" of Sternenfels 
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the quarrymen are cutting drills in the rock, to 
put in the crowbar. But tbis serap~ehisel~ 

method does 'nt eause grooves over the whole 
surfaee of the quarry walls, because the drills 
only reaeb a few centimeters into the rock - as 
deep as the ehisel is long - and the rupture 
oeeures smooth. Therefore it is obvious, that 
the grooves must have been attached later. At 
the Kriemhildenstuhl, there are 40 
petroglyphes between tbe grooves. The same 
grooves you ean inspect at the "Zwerchhä lde" 
of Sternenfels (Fig. 34) and at the 
"Sommerhä lde/Steingrube" of Sehmie. 

You will agree with me that it is total unusua l 
for an ordinary quarry, when walls of stone 
are surrounding it. But in our ease we are 
eonfrontated with this phenomen frequently. 
In most ca ses the wall of dry layed stones 
towers above the surrounding walls of rock, e. 
g. the Heidenburg of HaslachIKinzigtal, 
which is a rectangular room hewn into the 
rock of a small and steep hilltop. Here you see 
a form of murus Gall ieus raised on the walls 

of rock, to ereate a higher room. At the 
Zwerehhälde of Sternenfels this special form 
of muros Gallicus surrounds the intermediate 
one of three terraces, on each of these rock 
steps bu ildings are erected. The wall of rock 
on the va lley-side is only a narrow rib, which 
is incorporated into the wall of stones, too, 
and a door was broken through (Fig. 35). 

ALSO IN THE Heidburg. Hefe the parts of 
wall on both sides of the dOOf are higher than 
usual. At the Sommerhälde of Oberderdingen, 
which is c10sed to the valJey by the same form 
of rock-stone-wa ll, the chamfered quarry wall 
beneath the murus Galljcus overhangs, a fact 
which is incompatible with normal quarrying 
work. Y ou can observe overhangig and 
bevelJed parts of quarry walls also at the 
Zwerchhälde and at tbe Maishälde of 
Sternenfels. At the Sommerbälde of 
Oberderdingen we came across a special 
phenomen. Hefe tbe natural rock wall, whicb 
is in every ca se a narrow ri b, was broken off 
between two intact parts, and a wall of stone 

Fig.35: The "murus Gallicus" and "Skaean" door ofthe "Zwerchhälde" 
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When I informed officials at the Department 
of Ancient Monuments in Karlsruhe about my 
first discovery, the Zwerchhälde cairn, one of 
them became very annoyed that this huge 
monument shou [d have been erected in a 
quarry. He did'nt know of any archaeological 
example for such a case. But in Italy there are 
examples enough. In Cerveteri 80 km north of 
Rome there is the Etruscan Banditacci 
necropolis, which is nothing but a vast quarry 
in which the tumuli are closely arranged in a 
series. The foundations of the tumuli are cut 
out of the rock. If you see how packed the 
cairns are lined up in the quarries over here, 
you become aware of the paralleIs between 
ancient German and ltalian necropolises. 

We defmitely expect that in the course of time 
a whole adavanced civilization of ancient 
times will come to light, which has so far been 
totally overlooked, and has perhaps became 
partially destroyed before reaching its mature 
phase. So far we can only speculate how the 
facades of these monuments formerly looked 
like, and which kind of unknown architecture 
lies hidden under the debris produced by 
nature and much later quarry workers. 

The "rubble heaps"/cairns 

SO LONG AS archaelogical excavation 
results are wanting, the architectural analysis 
is the only way to substantiate this 
overwhelming monuments. The best example 
for that kind of architecture I have found is 
the Cairn of Barnenez, which shows in the 
cross section many retaining walls (Fig. 36a). 
But Egyptian stepped pyramids also have 
such onion-skin-like walls (Fig. 36b). Most 
people think that the steps of pyramids have 
been constructed as platforms, one on the 
other. But in reality, the pyramids of the fIrst 
five dynasties show that every step is a wall, 
the deepest wall at the outside builds the 
deepest step, and so on. In the centre of a 
pyramid you must imagine a tower or better 
an obelisk (9). The same principles in 

Megalithic cairns and also in the buildings 
which I have excaveted, especially the 
"Zwerchhälde" in Sternenfels shows three 
retaining walls. In Sclunie you can see such at 
two cairns. 

MOST OF THE longbarrow-like "heaps" are 
oriented west-east (Fig. 37), identical to the 
Megalithic "Hünengräber" of northern 
Germany (ten parallel specimen at the Köpfte 
quarry of Untergrombach). Connected with 
the very long cairns (as long as 250 m) are 
smaller buildings, also 10ngbarrow-like, but 
north-south-oriented, arranged in pairs and 
linked to the big one (the Rohrhälde quarry 
and the Sommerhälde quarry of Kürnbach) 
(Fig.38). 

The extrordinary aspect of southern German 
Megalithic cairns is the smooth and exact 
surface finish of the very heavy slabs of 
sandstone and limestone. There are the well
known big but mostly rather shapeless and 
clumsy megaliths of the dolmens of the 
Atlantic West and North of Europe. They 
seem to be boulders or crudly hewn blocks of 
very primitive quarry-work. But the slabs 
over here are aJways perfectly worked. Mostly 
they have a rectangular form with perfect 
corners, cut very precisely, for example the 
facades of the "Kruschhälde" of Sulzfeld (Fig. 
39), of the "Sommerhälde" of Sclunie (Fig. 
40), the "Sommerhälde" of Kürnbach (Fig. 
41) and the cairns of the Marsberg-necropolis 
near Würzburg-Randersacker (Fig. 42), where 
one example shows the slabs of the facade 
standing on the narrow side, like the standing 
stones of the "Hünengräber" of northern 
Germany. But these are arranged with erratic 
blocks in a more or less natural state, instead. 
THE ASHLARS here are as heavy as the 
mysterious blocks of the well-knowTI 
Megalithic cultures, the majority weighting 
many tons. Therefor they are more 
comparable to constructional blocks of 
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Cairn ollie Longue, Morbihan Cairn 01 Barnenez 

Fig.36A: Retaining walls ofBretonic cairns (by BonneauILe Rouzic, P.R.Giot) 

Pyramid 01 Djosllf Cbeops !"flamin 

I'yramld 01 Sabure 

Fig.36B: Retaining waUs ofEgyptian (step) pyramids (by Ionides) 

Fig.37: "Quarry" with longbarrow-like structures on the "Köpfte" near 

Untergrombach, in opposite to a neolithic rampage 
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50 meter$ 

Fig.38: Ground plan of tbe "Sommethälde" witb two 
Longbarrow-like structures connected to a third 

Fig.39: Facade of stone slabs of the "Kruschhälde" of Sulzfeld 
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Fig.40: Facade of stoße slabs of the "Sommerhälde" of Schmie 

Fig.41: Facade ofstone slabs ofthe "Sommerhälde" ofKürnbach 
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Fig.42: Facade ofthe stoße blocks of a 
"Marsberg" cairn oear Würzburg 

Etruscan tumuli which are always weIl fitted 
and out of tuff or sandstone, for example the 
necropolis "Crocifisso del Tuffo" (Fig. 43). It 
is a known but neglected fact, that the Iron 
age Etruscans also built cairns and dolmens, 
wh ich are typical for the northern and western 
European Megalith cultures, of the Neolithic 
and the Bronze age, for example cairn-like of 
Saturnia and Populonia (Fig.44) with a 
dolmen-chamber. And they also have tumuli 
with tholoi-chambers like Megalithic corbelled 
roofs of the North and West, for example the 
tholoi "La Montagnola" of Quinto Fiorentino 
(Fig.45). 

Tbe stone cbambers 

lt was a lucky moment when I recognized the 
"Zwerchhälde" of Sternenfels as the biggest 
Megalithic monument of Europe, which was 
misunderstood for centuries as an ordinary 
rubble heap of a quarry. But there ist no other 
explanation possible, because this "heap" fills 
the whole quarry, is nearly 20 m high and so 

steep that it sirnpJy could not consist of rubble 
at all. lt would have been already collapsed a 
long tirne ago, if not constructed throughout 
of massive walls. I informed officials at the 
Landesdenkmalamt in Karlsruhe (Department 
of Ancient Monuments) about this discovery, 
but they did 'nt believe me, because there was 
no Megalithic portal visible. Not before spring 
2000 we found the fLrst stone chamber, well
preserved and passable, not at this quarry but 
at a distance of only 3 kilometers, the 
Sommerhälde chamber near Kürnbach (See 
Fig. 22,23), but still the officials did not react. 

THIS STONE CHAMBER is constructed of 
walls, which are built without mortar. The 
ceiling consists of heavy slabs of sandstone. 
This kind of architecture is not of the present, 
of the Middle Ages or of Antiquity, it is 
typical for the Megalithic period. The ground 
plan of the chamber is of an L-form, like 
chambers in the Morbihan-region of western 
France, e. g. of Goerem (See Fig. 13). You 
can compare the portal and the chamber to the 
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Fig.43: Facade ofstone blocks oftombs with tholoi-like 

Chambers ofthe necropolis "Crocifisso dei Tuffo" 


Fig.44: Cairn-Hke tumulus with a dolmen chamber near PopuJonia 
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Fig.45: Cairn-Iike tumulus with a tholoi chamber, "La Montagnola" near 

Quinto Fiorentino (by Soprintendenza Antichita dEtruria, Florence) 


Fig.46: Cairn with a dolmen chamber ofBougon in western France 
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reconstructed cairns of Bougon in western 
France (Fig.46), or to the cairn of Bamenez 
(Fig. 47). The dimensions, too, are 
comparable. The contours are almost equal 
(Fig. 48, 49). In Barnenez you have I J 

chambers, here only one, but there are 
indications of more chambers, which are now 
destToyed, because a big part of the building 
is absent. We digged out the former extent of 
the outer wall (Fig. 50). It is always straight, 
but the corpus of the remaining structure 
recedes. So we have to conclude that this part 
of masonry was plundered. If there were other 
chambers with such big stone slabs, one could 
use them for useful stone-mason work. 

MARTIN KÖSSLER, the first discoverer of 
this stone chamber, informed the 
Landesdenkmalamt already in 1992, but one 
the officials misconcepted it as a shelter from 
the tirnes of the Thirty Years War. In the 
same "quarry", Kößler stumbled on the next 
stone passage, the "Steingang" (Fig. 51), 
which stretches parallel to a rock wall deep in 
the ground (Fig. 52). From above looking we 
can see that it is covered by long and narrow 
stone slabs, the visible examples are worked 
out uniformely. And when we made 
photographes of the interior, we detected that 
the covered parts have the same stone slab 
ceiling. The "Steingang" is the first airn of our 
excavation project and after all, we got an 
excavation license for it by Dr. Biel of the 
Landesdenkmalamt in Stuttgart. 

1n Schmie we know four visible portals and 
two which are still covered. But this 
necropolis posseses not less than 20 cairns 
and therefore we must assume the same 
number of stone chambers or more. Because 
this big cemetery is complete in private hands, 
it was not possible to make excavations. And 
the proprietors are not willing to give us 
permission at this instant, although the portals 
are really offering great promise (See F ig. 14
18). 

THE "KELLER" is the most visible entrance 
into a cairn of Schmie. The name "cel1ar" 
suggests, that the chamber is subterranean, 
maybe reachable over a staircase leading 
downwards. There were no more informations 
available from the owners, only a sad story 
about some young rascals, who walled in a 
playfellow for three days in this passage, 
before the police came and released hirn. At 
this time in the 70ies the portal was filled up 
with rubble, to prevent people from entering. 
The "Schmiede" is said to have been adepot 
of a stonemason, who converted the big 
blocks and slabs of the cairns. The rear part 
of the chamber was separated by a wa 11, to 
keep the children away and the portal 
narrowed down. Now the entrance and the 
ground in front of it is filled up nearly to the 
ceiling. 

The portal, which we call (after the 
discoverer) "Dübbers I" was found at the 1st 
of April 2000. The ceiling slabs are broken, 
but the edifice of the dry layed walls is weil 
visible. "Dübbers U" was discovered at the 
2nd of April 2000 and is filled up to the 
ceiling by rubbe. The entrance is covered by 
an intact, heavy and massive stone sJab, also 
the whole fol1owing passage, which we 
photographed by a cautiously inserted 
camera. Because a permanent cold draught 
comes out, we presume a big and maybe 
undisturbed cavity behind. Two more but 
almost complete covered entrances are 
demonstrable in the "Steingrub" (stone-pit), 
which in the ADAC tourist-map is already 
cal1ed "Steingrab" (stone-grave). 

THE MOST PROMISING stone passage we 
found on the Marsberg near Würzburg
Randersacker (See Fig. 12). This imposant 
tunnel is passable walking upright (Fig.53). 
The walls consists in majority of compact 
stones, partially of big blocks at the base. 
Massive stone slabs cover the narrow 
passage. After 10 - 12 meters you reach a 
right angle turn to the left, and within maybe 
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Fig.47: Cairn with several dolmens and tholoi chambers, 
"Barnenez" near Terenez (by P.R. Giot) 

Fig.48: Ground planofthe cairn ofBarnenez with 11 stone chambers (by P.R. Giot) 
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Fig.49: Ground plan ofcairn I oftbe "Sommerhälde" 
near Kürnbach with one stone chamber 

Fig.50: Outer wall and 
foundation of cairu I 
of tbe "Sommerhälde" 
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Fig.51: Stone passage "Steingang" of cairn m of the 
"Sommerhälde", covered by uniform stone slabs 

Cahn 111 

-1,40 x 0,40 m 

Fig.52: Cross section ofthe "Steingang" parallel to cairn ur 

Fig.53: Stone passage of a "Marsberg" cairn, estimated 10 meters long and nearly 
2 meters high, notice the big stone slab at the base of the right side masonry (from 

the magazine "Efodon Synesis, No.5, Sept./Okt.2001) 
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8 meters the ceiling or roof of big sJabs 
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ceiling, the 
an 

unknown and blocked chamber. 
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Etruscan tumuli

maybe 6 
or more meters down the rock, and are 
only reachable by very staircases. When 
we consider, that Etruscan necropolises 
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Fig.54: Step-wise lowering ceiling at tbe end of tbe rigbtangle part of tbe 

"Marsberg" stone passage (from magazine "Efodon Synesis, Nr.5, Sept./Okt. 2001) 


Fig.55: Bull skull engraving on Fig. 56: Bull skull and a "Roman" 
the intermediate terrace "A" on a stone wall ofthe 
of tbe "Zwercbhälde" "Sommerhälde" of Kürobacb 
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Fig.57: BuU skulls ofthe Megalitbic grave ofZüscben in Hessen 


Fig.58: Running horse petroglypb on a block 

of tbe "Mars berg" stone passage (by I1se Knorr) 


Fig.59: Running horse engraving on a rock wall of tbe "Kriemhildenstuhl" 
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Fig.60A: Ground plan ofthe tholoi-like 

Megalithic grave "Maes Howe" on the Orkney Islands 


Fig.60B: Ground plan ofthe Mycenan tholoi "Treasury of Atreus" 

Fig.60C: Ground plan ofthe Etruscan tholoi "La Montagnola" 
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stone for architectual purposes. 
and Etruscans bui!t temples monuments 
of stone, Celts should have built onJy 
mounds earth? There are many prehistoric 

in the of southern Germany. 
only be used to produce 

iron-swords and lances? seems to be 
rather a based on antique deliveries 
about barbarians of the north, only 

Some nonconformist 

theories about a necessary "nn,rTpn, 


official chronology and 

lIIig has e. g. argued (10), 


period be a phenomen 

It would be to produce 
such perfect ashlars, as we fmd in the 
southern German rock necropolises, with 

implements. Heribert IIIig and 
Gunnar (1 1) out very 
convincingly, Gizah must 
have been buHt by iron tools, as 
Herodot indeed reported. especially 
sarkophag of the chamber 

Pyramid can only be worked out 
emphasizes lllig. 

COULD IT BE that m 
iron was so easy to get, the for 

chambers and facades could be worked very 
precisely? Were northern and 
western the lack 
iron and to use 
found it? Maybe is the reason, why 
similar gigantic monuments of the north have 
a more primitve outlook. 

might 
using existed 
northem and southern 
same long-barrow-Iike monuments stone. 
And beyond chronological considerations it is 

the monuments of the 
nrr,tr.t"n,"" for the north and west of 

even for We know only two 
rock-necropolises of the but 

here we have many of them, above all many 
undiscoverd, and the Würzburg necropolis is 
more spacious than the Banditacci npl"rrw,,, 

of It a length 1,5 km, the 
Cerveteri-necropolis only 1,2 km. 

DURING LAST 

the 
Seevölker-Wanderung" 

was discussed intensively, 
especially by Jürgen Spanuth (12). It was 
ascertained that 
expansive migrations 
led to all quarters the heaven, noticed by 

authors antiquity to to the 
AJ«",.«"0, to Anatolia and the Levant. 
Egypt was nearly conquered by the 

Australian archaeologist John 
Dayton (1 followed traces to Egypt 
and found also chronological incongruities. 

it seems more Iikely, that 
during per iod MegaIithic rock 

of central Europe 

Celts conquered the 
Greece, Anatolia, where 
Celtic "Galatia" 
transmitted in an ignored 
the Levant and Celtic 

in U garit. it be 
migrations of 387 and 

identical to migrations at the end of 
Bronze Even the C 14 method seems to 

contemporaneity, because it 
between the Hallstatt 

to which, according 
chronological scherne, 

and the Celtic 
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Radiocorbon Age bp 

Das Hallstatt 
DesIlster: Die 

Jahre -160 bIs 

-400 sInd durch 

C14 nicht unter

scheidbar (James 

1991. 324; nach 

BaHBe &. PHcher 
1983) 

1800 

2600 

2400 

Col'lllldar 'fllKlr Be 

700 

Vorzeit-Frühzeü-Gegenwllrt 3/4-91 8.126 

Fig.61: Tbe "Hallstatt desaster": tbe times !rom 750 BC to 400BC are not distioguisbable 

La-nme period (400 - 50 B. C.) 61). 

We cannot discuss the problems of migration 
and diffusion without considering problems 
chronology. There are reasons enough 
to ca 11 in quest ion 
framework of archaeological datings. Heribert 
IlIig and Gunnar Heinsohn wants to take out 
approximately 2000 years of Egyptian 
dynasties and prehistory, 300 
years of the Christian calendar. Prof. Anatoli 
Fomenko's Institute at the Faculty 
Mathematics at Moscow University has made 

of narrativ 
and Antiquity 

Institute to conclusion that the 
periods of the first 1350 years of Christian 
calendar and the time the foundation of 
Rome are nothinng but copies of the 
Hapsburg 

But if you reconstruct the history of 
historiography, you not fmd much 
original documents Antiquity, only copies, 

rather unbelievable 

which in the majority occure previously in the 
Middle Ages, and these copies are mostly 
untrustworthy and fuH of obvious errors and 

IF YOU ARE in this subject, 
you will find in my book verification of 
Fomenko's calculated 1778 years time-shift, 
the hard evidence of a jewish Ars Mundi 

was in use in before 
the Christian Anno Domini calendar. 
Davidsobn and Luhmann are presenting much 
more proofs of this unknown 

to the occidental civilization 
(15). But here is not the place to discuss such 
far-reaching theories.and their implications. 
Anyway, many problems cultural 
could find solution, when possibly 
artificially chronology has to 

that the elobarated 

confinn 
dendro-chronological and 

present 
chronology. But on which doubtful 
procedures and wrong premises these methods 
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ONE COOLD that elobarated 
methods C 14-, dendro-chronological and 
warven-dating confirm the present 
chronology. But on which doubtful 
procedures and wrong these methods 
are based, you can read in the very 
book by U. Niemitz Chr. 

(16). These methods are 
because they are adjusted to 

standards which are on old 
mainstream Libby, the founder 
the C 14-method, calibrated it at 
predated finds out of Egyptian tombs. But 

convinced that it would possible, to 
the C 14-method at a shortened 

in as stone 
as ordinary quarries is established fix. 

official are influenced by 
this common misconception, because these 
necropoJises were indeed misused as quarries 
over a long In words of the 
you are concerned ordinary heaps which 
are surrounded by walls to protect the 
quarrymen from crumbling rubbe. 

BUT IS not reported, that 
quarrymen did such work, and if 
you yourself in the situation of a 
quarry, you realize the quarrymen always 
had to work for the rubble 

out it 

All material 

would be senseless to draw a wall around, 
because every new rubble had to be heaped up 
over the wall and would cover this wall at the 
end. Because a rubble is growing, the 
next wall has to be build, a so-ca lied 
Sisyphos-work, for which no-one ever paid a 

If the walls should have built 

IJJue Number 9) 2002 

of quarrying there was no 
reason to do because it would been 
easier to e10se the whole quarry to protect 
people. Above all in times accident 
preventions were not And 

wall in an 
meter "heap" ",'/e'ULLt"" 

you find in Kürnbach. 

there was 
no portal visible. But since year 2000 we 
count more than six chambers in the 
Kraichgau and Zabergäu and aperfeet 
preserved stone passage near Würzburg which 

chamber 
It 

was not possible to search for dateable 
material, so as no stone was 
identified. But as we found the In 

archaeologist 
Kürnbach, I contacted areal 

Dr. 
nr!,~,,<>rnt flir 

Stade /Westfalen. 
standard "Baustoffe und 
Konstruktionsformen neolithisch/frühbronze
zeitlicher Grabarchitektur Westeuropas" and 
he was as he saw the photographs of 

portals and monuments, we disvovered 
here. He cannot why the 
hesitate to investigate i1. But he is not local 
and the official departements are reluctant to 

digging work of lack of 

end 
reason we started an application at 

may 2001 to allowed to begin 
with a first dig, although strictly as 
yet no member of our "Cairn-

IS 

work. And it is 
doubtful if eventual finds would not be 

But in Baden-Württemberg it is 
possible that laymen like us get permissions 
for projects. So we have to dig. 

You see, we need in every way. Only 
with which can be we 
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can the 
m Karlsruhe and 

which are responsible for the excavation and 
preservation of sueh aneient 

architctural report is 
This is our main problem 

moment. 

is whole brandnew field of research and 
a chance for young archaeologists to 
start own excavation 
stone are waiting for roc'~n,r~ 

APPEAL: Come and see 
We hope you will 

of these discoveries. 
can not the slightest doubt that 

monuments belong to the cultural 
mankind, but especially of 

which from now on must be 
civilizations of ~rQ.h;~.~~ 

and, according to chronological 
considerations, the 

THIS CONTRJBUTION is meant only as a 
first announcement for who are fluent 
in reading English texts cannot read my 
abovementioned book, so only 
been published in language. 
hope that further with more and 
detailed information results 
m these most 
monuments will 
this text, taken 
accompanying photos and 
will in the meantime already convey a realistic 
impression to my what we are 
speaking about. 
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Es wird ein erster Überblick gegeben über versuchsweise der keltischen Eisenzeit, aber auch 
den Megalith-Kulturen zuzuordnende, neu entdeckte Monumente im süddeutschen Raum. 
handelt sich bei diesen um am ehesten mit den Cairns der Bretagne, Irlands und Schottlands 
oder norddeutschen und britischen longbarrows vergleichbare 
vorgeschichtliche aber auch Ähnlichkeiten zu 
Dolmen- und Tholoi-Gräbern und sogar ägyptischen Stufenpyramiden sind zu erkennen. Die 
Bedeutung dieser Bauwerksruinen und ihrer Steinkammern wurde bisher nicht erkannt, weil 
man fUr überwachsene Abraumhalden innerhalb alter Steinbruchareale hielt. Im 
Zusammenhang zur nnnmehr noch deutlicher zu erkennenden megalithzeitlichen 
KulturdifTusion wird die der Zuverlässigkeit unserer Mainstream-Chronologie 
diskutiert. 
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